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charges –
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incentives and 
risk – regional 
perspective



West Country North Strategic Supply Schemes

Treated water supply
Water resource at zero marginal cost
Water treatment /distribution marginal cost
Upsized treated water distribution

Benefit / risk transfer / price possible at boundary point

Infrastructure upgrade over 3+ companies

Cheddar 2 Reservoir
Water resource, probably of no 
benefit to Bristol Water customer 
supplies

DPC scheme – but who carries 
risk/pricing etc?

May need to be treated water
Likely to need new pipeline
Cascade to be explored further as 
may only be required at a peak 1 in 
200 year drought

The “difficult” problem of water resource planning and trading 
– stand alone scheme or an increment to existing resources?

Within region schemes will get “kicked down the road” because 
of headroom risk rolled forward and demand side measures–
until the point that we have demand increases droughts year 
on year (but that has never happened yet?)

Cheddar 2 is a classic example of this and likely to carry on 
being.

This might be right for strategic schemes – if carbon and 
environmental impacts are fully realised. Perhaps our risk 
tolerance for droughts are becoming too low because of a lack 
of experience of them?



Risk and incentives

• Depends on the market design
• Risk will normally be low – the trade becomes part of the average cost
• Likely to include a large (or total) fixed component for water resources
• For small increments without new (non water resource) investment, can be at wholesale charge (with compensation payment 

potentially)

Problems arise with:
• Incentives / penalty based on the average or incremental position, when the source is used only / required at the peak drought
• No two droughts are the same, so building into contracts carries a large risk (or not priced in and therefore supply fails due to 

other incentives. By the time the drought arrives what are efficient market and socially/environmentally optimal incentives will
have changed

• Market would need to be liquid enough and need a systems operator who could manage environmental externalities (and did 
the long term planning centrally)

• Encouraging third party entry that isn’t just a water resource.




